
Cigarettes machines

Vision Big Box

	The Vision Big-Box is the vending machine for tobacco on
any package, cartoons, single packets, tobacco bags, tins or
any other kind of packaging is perfectly vend offering
advantages over any other model.

	The Vision Big-Box has the patented system for storage and
product extraction included on all Vision models, an adaptable
system without tools to any kind of product shape and size,
thanks to its innovating system without spirals the maximum
capacity is achieved using the full tray surface for product
loading.

	With an extraordinary capacity for up to 227 cartoons, 1848
single packets or 918 tobacco bags and the possibility to
combine all these products to adjust them to the point of sales,
this machine offers a full service to cover the demand of any
user.

	Ready to work under the latest legislative trends, the machine
can include underage protection systems such as token or
remote activation.

Capacity

	- Cartoons: 227
	- Packets: 1848
	- Bags: 918
	Allows combine these products formats depending on the demand.

Technical characteristics

	- Horizontal channel storage 
	- Continuous operational self-testing.
	- Optional sales disabling systems for control of access by minors, in tune with current legislative trends in various countries. 
	- Flexible configuration. The easyFlex system allows the fast modification of the width and depth of the channel. No additional spare
parts are needed to create a new configuration
	- Leds lightening system with on-off programming.
	- Vend detection by photocells.
	- Max. Power compsumption 40 Watts.
	 

Dimensions and weight

	- Dimensions: 1825 x 800 x 935 mm
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	- Weight: 297 Kg.
	 

Structure

	- Robust construction with an anti-corrosive and antioxidation coating material
	- Security lock with 3 locking points
	- Cash box of high capacity and with the optional accessories of self-locking when removed from the base.
	 

Cash-credit management

	- Change giver with 5 tubes for more flexible change combination. 
	- Advanced coin validator with the most reliable systems to detect frauds and fake coins.
	 

Programming and management

	- On site programming facilities with in built modules.
	- Cloning machine options with handheld device.
	- Remote programming, data extraction, out of product alarm on real time, and more options using Jofemar telemetry software
"Vending Track"
	- Data retrieval for audits and statistics.
	- RS232 data output.

Options

	- Modem interface for telemetry management.
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